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NEW NETWORKED RADAR FEATURES IN ‘FULL 
PICTURE’ TECHNOLOGY DELIVERY FOR WIND 
TURBINE SERVICE VESSEL 
 

Integrated technology focus to support safety and efficiency of 
operations 

 
Nordic Yards in Wismar, Germany, has awarded Kongsberg Maritime a 
contract to deliver an Integrated Vessel Control System for a new build 
80m Wind Turbine Service Jack-Up Vessel, owned by Danish offshore 
services specialist, DBB Jack-Up. The integrated 'Full Picture' solution 
covers navigation, automation and manoeuvring systems, and will be 
one of the first to feature Kongsberg Maritime's recently launched LAN-
based Radar system. 
 
The new radar concept, K-Bridge 'Composite Picture' Radar CP360, is 
an integral part of the K-Bridge navigation system to be installed. With 
new, user-friendly control of radar video and tracking, CP360 distributes 
digital radar signals on a local area network (LAN). This makes possible 
innovative features such as combining radar images from multiple radar 
transceivers and displaying them as a single composite picture, 
eliminating blind sectors and providing a single 360 degree view, 
covering different ranges, around the vessel.                Wind turbine service jack-up vessel.  
                    Illustration courtesy OSK-Ship Tech. 

 
 

 
The complete delivery to DBB Jack-Up's new vessel includes 
K-Chief Alarm Monitoring & Control System, K-Thrust 
Thruster Control System, K-Bridge Integrated Navigation 
System and K-Pos DP-22 Dynamic Positioning based on 
DNV DYNPOS AUTRO (DP II). All key systems are 
accessible through Kongsberg Maritime's K-Master system, a 
dual redundant, seated aft and forward bridge solution, which 
will act as the control centre for vessel navigation, 
manoeuvring and jack-up operations. 
 
The K-Master working environment puts all functions and 
data for safe and efficient vessel operation at the fingertips of 
the seated user via touch screen or lever and button control. 
Access to operational elements of the DP System, Radar 
system, ECDIS and Thruster Control are placed in the 
armrest panels of the Operator chairs, whilst auxiliary 
systems such as deck lighting, CCTV and windscreen wipers 
can be controlled. The K-Master aft bridge will also have 
system elements of the vessel jacking system fully integrated.        

K-Bridge ‘Composite Picture’ Radar CP360 
 
 
"This is the very definition of a Full Picture delivery, as it covers all key technology systems for navigation, 
automation and manoeuvring," says Sebastian Jobs, Manager Offshore Division, Kongsberg Maritime GmbH. "The 
integration of our new network Radar solution and use of K-Master positions this new build as one of the most 
advanced Jack-Up service vessels in the world, and we are confident that our latest technology will integrate 
seamlessly to support greater operational safety and efficiency during navigation and operations." 
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About Nordic Yards 

Nordic Yards in Wismar und Rostock-Warnemünde are among the world’s leading manufacturers for highly complex 
offshore structures, high-tech ships and system solutions. Since 1946 the shipyard group has designed, produced 
and equipped high-technology ships for Arctic deployment, logistics and tourism, as well as offshore installations 
and structures for the oil, gas and wind industry. 

About DBB Jack-Up Services 
 
DBB Jack-Up Services, a service provider for the offshore wind industry focusing on the maintenance of wind 
turbines, placed its order for the ship in 2012. The renowned Danish naval architects, OSK Ship Tech, were 
commissioned with the basic design alongside DBB Jack-Up Services and Nordic Yards. 
 
About Kongsberg Maritime 

Kongsberg Maritime is a global marine technology company providing innovative and reliable technology solutions 
for all marine industry sectors including merchant, offshore, subsea and naval. Headquartered in Kongsberg, 
Norway, the company has manufacturing, sales and service facilities in 17 countries. 

Kongsberg Maritime develops automation, control, navigation, dynamic positioning, hydroacoustics, 
AUV/underwater navigation/communication/camera systems, marine and offshore simulators and aft deck solutions 
for the seismic fleet. All Kongsberg Maritime deliveries are tailored to exact customer requirements and benefit from 
high quality design and manufacturing. 

Kongsberg Maritime delivers solutions that cover all aspects of technology underwater and on the water, aboard 
new build and retrofit vessels, and on offshore platforms and rigs, often under a single supplier strategy called The 
Full Picture. 
 
www.kongsberg.com 
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